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Ask someone what Zen means and you'll probably get a unique answer. Zen is a shortcut to Zen Buddhism, but it has also become a word of success to describe everything that is calming and centered. There is a certain historical truth to this when it comes to the tenants of Buddhism. The teachings of
Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha, require quiet and peaceful meditation that can lead to intuitive understanding. Japanese rock gardens, also known as Zen gardens, are popular regardless of your religion. In this fast-paced world, everyone is trying to add some Zen to their lives. Japanese-inspired
gardens are a great way to turn your backyard into a relaxing slice of the Far East. From sand to moss and rock, we will guide you through our Zen garden. These 10 tips will inspire you to relax, reflect and Zen out right in your backyard. Content Lighting is essential when setting the atmosphere
everywhere, but especially in a Zen-style garden. You may have to shop online to find exactly what you need, but nowadays, department store hardware and outdoor stores also sell lighting with a Japanese influence. Many of these lights evoke natural wick lanterns, with the advantages of working with
electricity. These, or solar-powered versions, are good for the area surrounding the seating area and walkways. Hanging lanterns on poles or tree branches adds a nice element. For more intimate table lighting, there is no alternative to the calming effect of a real candle. Try an Asian-inspired candle
lantern or candle arrangement for maximum atmosphere and tranquility. Advertising In an authentic karesansui, or Zen garden, sand plays a crucial role. To keep this tradition alive in your Zen-inspired garden, set aside an area for your sand garden. This can be as big or small as you want. You can also
buy or build a small table sand garden as an interesting and relaxing hub. Your sand garden can contain river rocks, gravel, and even grass, but they typically don't have plants. For this reason, it is known as dry garden. Once you have your box in place and filled with crushed granite sand, you'll need a
rake - an essential aspect of the sand garden. The rakes are simple and wooden, each consisting of a small piece of wood spaced several centimeters away. There's a real meaning behind the way you put your rocks, but if you're just looking for a Japanese influence, arrange them as you like
aesthetically. Once you have the rocks and sand in place, a rake in your hand, gently pull straight lines, waves and circle through the sand and wait for relaxation to begin. Use this time for silent reflection. Advertisement Rocks is an essential element for Japanese-inspired gardens. River rocks and gravel
are the most common types of rock used. Small river rocks can rest under foot as paths. Larger rocks can be laid out and stacked practically anywhere in Garden. Like all aspects of the Japanese garden, minimalism is important. So don't overdo it with rock arrangements; should be scarce and captivating.
A raised bed with some well-placed rocks and plants can create a large garden centerpiece. If you have a sand garden, gravel is meant to represent the ocean, and the river rocks symbolize the islands of Japan. They can also represent a mother tiger and its cubs. When placing the rock garden, try to
maintain the Japanese tradition and have it tackled directly to the north and south. Advertising Even if you think your Zen garden is the ultimate in relaxation, if it doesn't have a water function, you're not done yet. You have several options here, from the table fountains you can buy in a store or online, to a
life-size waterfall or koi pond. Incorporating a waterfall into a pond is another traditional way to get the best out of both worlds. You can spend some money on having a water feature installed, or you can save some money and try to do it yourself. There are all kinds of DIY pond kits available online and in
your local garden center. These generally require a lot of digging, the installation of a rubber skirt and a recalculating pump to make everything work. The edges of the rubber skirt are therefore cleverly covered with plants and rocks. Building or buying a water feature is worth investing in if you're looking
for peace of mind. Advertisement Moss is a common plant found in Japanese-style gardens. It can be incorporated into small containers for one side or a coffee table, or used in larger quantities for a surprising effect. For a substantial grower and a deep green look, go with fern moss, rock hood moss, or
pillow moss. You can also combine other elements of your Zen-style garden with moss. Use sand and river rocks with moss in a container garden. Try adding a fern or two to a raised bed of moss and gravel. Leave the arrangements scattered and minimal to get the look you're looking for in a Japanese
influence. Moss is also good to use as a barrier to your boardwalk or water feature. Moss is low maintenance once established, and all it needs to take root is a clean area from rocks and debris. Once it's getting strong, it will grow well at the top of your rocks. Shade and humidity make the environment
ideal for moss to thrive. Advertising Seating in a traditional Japanese-style garden typically consists of skilled handcrafted wooden benches. Like most things in Japan, there is a certain meaning behind the designs. The seats can be intricately carved to represent things like the sun or moon on a
landscape. Zen-style garden benches can have backrests or backrests and can be made from a variety of wood from bamboo to teak. You can also buy heavy stone benches if you don't mind spending more money. Single seats are an option or your bench can accommodate up to four people. Per Per
main congregational area, you may want to include some pillows for comfort. Try adding a two-seater bench with no backrest along a trail or next to your sand garden or water function. Advertising plants are an important part of any garden. Choosing your Zen-style plants can do a lot to establish the
oriental look you're looking for. In addition to the basics, such as moss and ferns, there are many plants that zen your garden in a short time. Traditional Japanese maple is an excellent choice for your backyard. Toss a low and wide pattern with its purple leaves. Water irises, bamboo, tree peonies and
Japanese apricots are also good additions to the mix. When it comes to your board area, nothing beats a bonsai to help establish a Zen-inspired environment. Zen-inspired statue and figurine advertising can add a nice finishing touch to your Japanese-style garden. Leave these items last, once you have
your hardest-to-install items like your water function, living area, and raised beds. Don't go out to sea with Buddha and ceramic gongs. The key is to add only a few well-placed and tasteful additions. Zen-style statues and figurines are often made of stone, but can also be carved in wood or terracotta.
Jade is a bit more expensive but definitely adds some Asian influence. The traditional statues are of soldiers, horses, elephants and, yes, Buddha himself. Rock mounds are another option. A mound is simply an artificial pile of stones. You can create one yourself by stacking flat river rocks or buy a pre-
stacked one and place. Advertisement Music is the last piece of the puzzle in the creation of your Zen-inspired garden. Go online or visit your local music store and you'll have plenty of options to choose from. Traditional Japanese music to inspire meditation and relaxation generally consists of stringed
instruments such as violins or sweet horns. Chances are some of the song titles you end up with may include words like sunset or sunrise, gentle breeze, or serenity. It's for good reason -- this music definitely calms the nerves. Some are also with sounds of nature playing in the background. An oboe and
violin play on a running stream, a torn harp flows over the sounds of wind and birds. If all this is a bit too new to your taste, you might just want to choose a nice wind bell to provide the relaxing sounds you want. Advertising Nothing is more important to your Zen-style garden than feng shui – the ancient
Chinese art of positioning, translated as wind and water. Even if it's not exactly of Japanese or Buddhist origin, it can still help you serve you in your search inner peace in the garden. Working with the layout of your garden, you can encourage a good flow of who, an energetic force, which can lead to



positive changes in your relationships, health and luck. Use the natural layout of of landscape to lead you in the right direction. Never make straight routes to and from your home. If you allow them to bend and meander, the energy moves more slowly and peacefully. Living spaces should be supported by
shrubs or bamboo to provide privacy. Create balance by mixing the colors and sizes of your furniture and garden elements. Use your accent lighting to add bright splashes to the darkest parts of your garden. And finally, avoid disorder. Imagine open, clean spaces that allow wind and sun to flow
throughout the space. One of the oldest and most used materials in the world, cooked clay or terracotta, is found on rooftops, museums and gardens around the world. Sources Definition of Feng Shui. earthspirits.net, 2009. Angela. Japanese Zen garden plants. suite101.com, February 18, 2008. Shui
Garden. earthspirits.net, 2009. Asked Questions from alt.zen. ibiblio.org, 2009. Lights. zengardenbanzai.com, 2009. Gifts: Zen figurines &amp; statues. azengift.com, 2009. Influence Furniture. japangarden.co.uk, 2009. Sand Garden - Japanese Rock Garden - Karesansui. zensandgarden.com, 2009.
Water Fountains - Water Features to Bring Tranquility to Your Home or Office, kinecticfountains.com, 2009.
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